Tennis Match Results  
FLORIDA A&M vs Florida State University  
Feb 15, 2020 at Florida State University  
(Scott Speicher Memorial Tennis Center)

#4 Florida State University 7, FLORIDA A&M 0

**Singles competition**
1. Emmanuelle Salas (FS) def. PORTER,Haleigh (FAMUW) 6-1, 6-2
2. Petra Hule (FS) def. HUBEAUT,Aylen (FAMUW) 6-1, 6-3
3. #86 Nandini Das (FS) def. HARDEN,Rachel (FAMUW) 6-4, 6-1
4. Andrea Garcia (FS) def. NEALY,Arielle (FAMUW) 6-3, 6-2
5. Mira Stegmann (FS) def. OSABUOHLEN,Ofure (FAMUW) 6-2, 6-0
6. Alice Amendola (FS) def. MACHISA,Karen (FAMUW) 6-1, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. Nandini Das/Victoria Allen (FS) def. HUBEAUT,Aylen/MACHISA,Karen (FAMUW) 6-3
2. Petra Hule/Andrea Garcia (FS) def. OSABUOHLEN,Ofure/HARDEN,Rachel (FAMUW) 6-2
3. Alice Amendola/Mira Stegmann (FS) def. PORTER,Haleigh/NEALY,Arielle (FAMUW) 6-2

Match Notes:
FLORIDA A&M 0-9
Florida State University 9-1; National ranking #4
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (6,5,1,2,3,4)